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To all whon it inctly concei'i:

--

population statistics of a census, or the sta

Beit known that I, HERMAN HoLLERITH, of tistics of registration of births, deaths, and
New York city, county, and State, have in- marriages, which are compiled by counting or

vented a certain new and useful Improvement adding single units as persons in the above.
5 in the Art of Compiling Statistics; and I do Although applicable to various kinds of sta 55
hereby declare the following to be a full, clear, tistics, I will describe my invention as applied
and exact description of the same, reference : to
compilation of the population statistics
being had to the accompanying drawings, I of the
a census.
forming a part of this specification, and to | The returns of a census contain the names
O
the
figures and letters
of reference marked of individuals and various data relating to
thereon.
such persons, as age, sex, race, nativity, na
My present invention has for its object to tivity
of father, nativity of mother, occupa
simplify and thereby facilitate the compila tion, civil
condition, &c. These facts or data
tion of statistics wherein each of the statisti I will for convenience
call “statistical items,'
cal items to be recorded represents or is the from which items the various
statistical tables
product of one or more of the separate items are compiled. In such compilation the per
or characteristics appertaining to each of the son is the unit, and the statistics are compiled
individuals or things respecting which the according
to single items or combinations of
compilation is to be made; and it relates to a items. Thus
is required to know the num
new and improved mode or system of effect ber of personsit returned-as
whites, colored,
ing such a compilation and comprising the males, females, or as carpenters,
blacksmiths,
following steps or operations, viz: first, pre &c.,
or
as
born
in
certain
States
foreign
paring a standard or templet indicating the countries. In such cases single or
items
are
relative position or order in which each item counted. Again, it is required to know the
25 or characteristic of the individual or thing is number of native whites, or of native white
to be recorded; second, forming according to males of given ages, or groups of ages, &c., as 75
such a standard or templet a sea rate record : in what is technically known as the “age and
for each individual, wherein the separate sex' tally; or it may be required to know the
items characteristic of or appertaining to that numbers of persons engaged in certain occu
individual or thing, and which enter into the pations,
according to sex, groups of
compilation to be made, are recorded upon a ages, andclassified
certain
nativities. In such cases
strip or tablet by means of circuit-controlling persons are counted
according to combina
index-points hearing a fixed relation to each tions of items. A method
compiling such
other, and, third, actuating a series of cir statistics must be capable offorcounting
add
35 cuit - controlling devices, corresponding in ing units according to single statisticaloritems
number and position to the standard or tem or combinations of such items. The labor
plet, by means of the separate regrd strips and
expense of such tallies, especially when
or tablets, to interrupt, close, or othiérwise vary counting
combinations of items made by the
the currents in separate circuits, including usual methods,
are very great.
40 registering mechanisii whereby, as each in
For the purpose of conveying a clear idea
dex-point or combination of index-points oc
the manner of carrying my said invention
curring in the individual record and repre of
into
practice, I have illustrated in the accom
senting the statistical item to be compiled is panying
drawings a set of mechanical and elec
brought into position to actuate the circuit trical appliances,
the same forming the sub
45 controlling devices, the mechanism for regis ject of a prior application, Serial No. 143,805,
tering such statistical item will be automati (renewed September 8, 1888, Serial No. 284,939) 95
cally operated, all substantially as hereinaf filed September 23, 1884, and renewed Jan
ter described.
uary 4, 1887, Serial No. 223,414, of which
The method herein described is applicable this
application is a division, said devices

5o to the compilation of such statistics as the forming no part of my present invention, Ioo
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other than as illustrating some of the va
rious forms of apparatus which may be em
In the accompanying drawings, Figure 1
represents a transverse section of the appa
ratus for perforating the strip of paper used in
transcribing the returns to form a record strip
or tablet. Fig. 2 represents a part plan view
of
the same. Fig. 3 represents a tool used in
O connection. With the above apparatus for per
forating the paper. Fig. 4 represents a stand
ard or templet used for verifying the tran
Scription of the returns. Fig. 5 represents a
transverse section of the counting apparatus.
Fig. 6 represents a part plan view of the
same. Fig. 7 represents an electro-mechanical
counter used in connection with the counting
apparatus illustrated in Figs. 5 and 6. Figs.
8, 9, and 10 are diagrams showing the ar
irangement of wires and electrical connections
for making the various tallies. Fig. 11 is a
side elevation representing a portion of one
end of the drum, record-strip, contacts, and
ployed.

25

35

-

-

alarm-circuits. Fig. 12 is a diagrammatic
view illustrating a portion of the circuit
connections, Fig. 10.
In the present instance the standard or
templet for determining the relative posi

tion of the index-points is represented as a
die-plate having a series of holes correspond
ing to the separate items or characteristics of
the individual, and the record is in the form
of a strip of paper or other non-conducting
material, in which a series of holes or perfo
rations are formed, the latter constituting the

index-points referred to.
The transcription of the returns to the
sheets of electrical non-conducting material
can be made in various ways. I prefer to use
a strip of paper, which is passed from one
roller to another over a die-plate, as shown in
Figs. 1 and 2. The die-plate a is provided
with a series of holes placed staggering, ex
tending across the width of the paper strip,
45 as shown in plan in Fig. 2.
Above the die-plate a is the guide-plate b,
provided with holes corresponding to holesin
the die-platea'. With a tool consisting of a
plain punch provided with a suitable handle,
5.o as shown in Fig. 3, holes can be punched in
the strip of paper in suitable relative posi
tions, according to the holes in the guide
plate b' and die-plate a'. The holes are suit
ably lettered or numbered on the guide-plate.
55. b, as shown in Fig. 2. At the extreme end
there is a hole marked “Persons,” separated
somewhat from the remainder, the object of
which will hereinafter be more fully ex
plained.
The paper strip is drawn to a certain posi

tion, when the various statistical items for a
given person are recorded by punching suit
able holes in a line across the strip, being

guided by letters on the guide-plate. A hole
is thus punched corresponding to person, then
a hole according as person is a male or female,
another recording whether native or foreign

born, another either white or colored, &c.

There are about one hundred ages to be rec
ognized. To facilitate this two holes are used
to record each age, there being two sets often
holes each, marked from 0 to 9, respectively.
Thus 00 would represent, less than one year of
age; 0-1, one year of age; 1-0, ten years, &c.
The occupations can be recorded by using 75
a series of holes suitably lettered, each occu
pation being recorded by a combination of
two holes. Thus, “ab, ac, bo,’ &c., would each
represent a single given occupation according .
to a prearranged schedule. With twenty-six
holes, in this way, three hundred and twenty
five combinations could be made, the number
of combinations possible following the well
known mathematical law of combinations.
There are thus three ways in which statistical
items can be recorded-first, by single holes,
(as above described for recording sex, race,

&c.;) second, by combinations of two holes,
each hole being in a different set, (as described
above for recording ages;) third, by combina 9o
tions of two holes, both holes being in the same
set, (as described above for recording occu
pations,) or combinations of these methods
can be followed.
.
It is necessary in case of census statistics 95
to use combinations of holes on account of the
large number of statistical items to be recog
nized. When the various statistical items re
lating to one person have been thus recorded or
transcribed, the paper strip is drawn forward IOO
and the items or data relating to the next person
are recorded, any suitable system of notation
being used to identify each transcription. In
Fig. 2 is shown a partial record for two per
sons, numbered 1 and 2, respectively. No. 1
is the transcription for a foreign-born white
male three (0-3)years of age, while No. 2 is
the transcription of a native white female
thirty (3-0) years of age.
When the various items have been thus IO
transcribed, it may be desirable or necessary
to verify entirely or in part the accuracy of
such transcription. IFor this purpose a scale
of card-board, thin metal, or other suitable
material may be used, arranged as shown in II5
Fig. 4, it being lettered and numbered corre
sponding with the guide-plate of punching
apparatus. This scale is placed across the
paper strip, being located in position-by.the
holes marked “Person’ at each end. The
transcription for the given person can thus
be read according to the location of the holes.
Any errors can now be corrected by punching
holes in proper places and covering all holes
wrongly punched by small seals of paper or I 25
other suitable electrically non-conductingma
terial. When the transcription for a certain
district has been made and verified, as above
described, the strip is passed through a count
ing-machine, in which the separate items or
combination of items are counted or tallied.
This counting-machine can be constructed
in various ways. The construction. which I
prefer consists, essentially, of a metallic drum
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or cylinder, A, Fig. 5, over which the strip of units of age. The electro-magnets in of the
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paper is passed from a roller, C, to a roller,
C, around suitable guide-rollers, BB'. Above
the metallic drum A, extending across the ma
chine, is the bar D, Figs. 5 and 6, supported
by lugs from pins at each end, one of which
pins, e, is provided with a screw-thread en
gaging with screw-thread in corresponding
lug, and is connected with wheel E, by means
of which the bar D can be given a slight lat
eral motion. Passing through the bar D and
suitably insulated from each other are the
metallic pins or pointers p. These pins are
arranged in relative positions corresponding
to the centers of the holes in the die-plate a,
Fig. 1. The pointers or pins p press against
the drum A, and, together with the drum A
and metallic brush d, can each be made part
of an electric circuit. In an electric circuit
with each pointer can be placed an electro
magnet, the armature of which is attached
to a lever operating any suitable mechanical
counter-such, for example, as is used for
registering the revolutions of a steam-engine,
as shown in Fig. 7 at M. If the paper is now
drawn through the counting-machine, the cir
cuit through any given pointer p is closed
and broken each time a hole in the paper
strip passes under the pointer, the armature
of the magnet being attracted when the cir
cuit is closed and withdrawn by the spring
of the counter when the circuit is broken,
thus registering one for each hole. In this
way, when the strip corresponding to any

given district has been drawn through the

apparatus, counters arranged as above de

scribed will show the numbers of males, of
females, &c., reported in each district. In
this work a difficulty might be experienced,
as the paper strip is liable to move or shift,
gradually from one side to the other of the

drum A while being drawn through the ap
paratus. To allow for this two pointers, gy,
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are placed at each end of the bar D, Fig. 6.
These pointers are so placed that when the
bar ID is in proper position relative to the
holes in the paper strip the pointers g g will
constantly be over paper just to either side
of the holes.corresponding to persons. Each
pointer gg, together with the drum A, is put
in circuit with a suitable bell, S, as shown in
Fig.11. Should the paper shift to either side
the circuit would close through one of the
pointers, ringing the corresponding bell. The
bar ID can be then shifted to one side or the
other by moans of the wheel E, according to
which bell rings.
:By the above method of course only items
recorded by single holes can be counted. The
count items recorded by combinations of two
holes, each hole being in a clifferent set, as in
recording age, as above described, the arrange
ment shown in Fig. 8 is followed, in which O'
1' 2, &c., represent wires connected with cor
responding pointers of first set of holes or tens
of age, while 0 1 23 represent points connected
With corresponding pointers of second set or

counters are placed as shown by the small
magnets 00 01 02, &c., while wire marked 10
is connected with magnets 001020 30, &c., as
shown. If, now, a hole in paper strip comes
under the pointer 1' and another hole at the
same time comes under pointer 2, the circuit 75
would be closed through electro-magnet 12
and corresponding counter would register.
Should a hole, however, come under pointer
2' and another under pointer 1 the circuit
would be closed through magnet 21, and its cor
responding counter would register. In this
way a counter can be arranged for each age.
The method followed when counting com
binations of two holes, both holes being the
same set, is shown in Fig. 9. Five wires, a b
c de, are represented, each wire being con
nected with a corresponding pointer. Elec
tro-magnets all ac (td, &c., are shown, one for
each combination, connected with the corre
sponding pointers. From an inspection of
the drawings it will be seen that should the
two holes come under pointers a and b the
circuit would be closed through the electro
magnet all and corresponding counter, and
only this counter would register, for the di 95
rect circuit through any other magnet would
remain open. Should the holes come under a
and c the circuit would be closed through the
magnet ac, &c.
It will be seen that by the above methods do
any combination of two holes can be counted
or tallied. In statistical work, however, it is
often desirable to tally by combinations of
more than two holes or items-as, for instance,
in the age and sex tally. IIere we must com Io5
bine age with race, sex, and nativity. Thus
in the tenth census of the United States sin
gle ages were tallied under the following six
classes: first, native white males; second, na
tive white females; third, foreign white males;
fourth, foreign white females; fifth, colored
males; sixth, colored females. For such pur
poses I use secondary circuits for the electro
magnets of the counters, which circuits are
controlled by the electro-magnets of ordinary II5
telegraph-relays or other suitable apparatus
in circuit with the pointer p of the counting
machine.
For an age and sex tally the arrangement
is shown in Fig. 10. The electro-magnets in
of the counters are arranged in circuits, as
shown, these circuits being broken by relay's
7, which are connected in circuits with corre
sponding pointers 2) of the counting appa
ratus. Relays W and C are connected with I 25
pointers corresponding to white and colored,
respectively, relay's N and For., with point
ers corresponding to native and foreign born,
and relays M and F with pointers correspond
ing to male and female, while relays 00 01
02, &c., one for each age, are connected with
the pointer's representing the ages in same
way as the magnets shown in Fig. 8. Let us
suppose the record corresponding to a native
circles. The wire marked 0 is connected with

8
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White male of two years of age passes under such case the drum A would be replaced by

the pointer p. Relays WNM and 02 would a flat plate, which would be made to press
then close the circuit through magnet in at in against at series of pointers connected With
2, and the corresponding counter would regis counters in the same manner as hereinbefore
ter. If the record corresponding to a colored described. This card would be placed in po
female of three years of age passes under the sition over these pointers and plate, then
points p, the relays C F and ()3 would then pressed against the pointers, in which case
close the circuit, through magnet C F 3,thereby the circuits would be closed through proper
registering
one on the proper counter. In this magnets and the corresponding counters
O Way, by suitable arrangements of magnets in would register.
circuits, which are broken by relays operated For an illustration of the foregoing modifi
by circuits through points p, any desirable cations see application Serial No. 240,629.
Combinations of statistical items can be
Instead of employing perforations in a non
COllnted or tallied.
conducting strip as index-points for locating
Various modifications of the albove methods the items on the record strip or tablet and
of carrying out my invention may be used. actuating the circuit-controlling devices, sec 75
Thus, instead of punching the strip of paper, tions of conducting material may be applied
a perforated strip may be used in which all to such a strip; or depressions or protuberant
but the required perforations could be cov portions may be formed in or upon the record
ered by pasting over them strips of paper; or strip and caused to engage and actuate the
So
the record strip or tablet might, instead of circuit-controlling devices.
closing the circuit, open it or be made to actu What I claim as new, and desire to secure
ate circuit-controlling devices independent of by Letters Patent, is
the roller, as by causing a movable electrode to 1. The herein-described improvement in the
25 approach and recede from an opposite elec art of compiling statistics, which consists in,
trode, all of which modifieations are illus first, forming or arranging a standard or tem
trated in my application, Serial No. 240,629, : plet indicating the relative position in which
filed June 8, 1887. Again, instead of a single each item or characteristic of the individual
hole representing a single item, it could be is to be recorded; secondly, forming a record
used to represent a combination of items. of each individual or thing by locating in
Thus one hole might represent native white : dex-points upon a strip or tablet, said index
points representing the characteristics of the
males, another white females, &c. .
It may sometimes be desirable to count individual and bearing a determinate rela
groups of single items-as groups of ages or tion to each other and to the standard, and,
35 groups of occupation, &c. This can of course finally, submitting said separate records suc
be done by placing a single magnet in several cessively to the action of circuit-controlling 95
circuits.
devices for operating the registering devices
If, on account of the large number of items representing the statistical items to be com
to be recorded, a strip of paper too wide to be piled, whereby each statistical item or combi
conveniently handled would be required nation of items when contained in the record
When using a single row of holes, two or more of any individual is accurately registered. OO
roWS of holes could be used in all lines ex
2. The herein-described method of compil
cept that corresponding to person and the ing statistics, which consists in recording sep
pointers of the counting-machine arranged arate statistical items pertaining to the indi
45 Correspondingly. A relay placed in the circuit vidual by holes or combinations of holes
shown in Fig. 10 at a (see also Fig. 12) could punched in sheets of electrically non-conduct
be controlled by the hole corresponding to ing material, and bearing a specific relation
persons in such manner that the circuit to each other and to a standard, and then
through the electro-magnets in could only be counting or tallying such statistical items
So closed when the holes were under their corre separately or in combination by means of
sponding pointers.
i mechanical counters operated by electro-mag- I Io
The counters could of course be constructed nets the circuits through which are controlled
in many different ways, as will be readily un by the perforated sheets, substantially as and
derstood. .
for the purpose set forth.
55 It is evident that by modifications of the
IERMAN TOERITH.
apparatus hereinbefore described cards or
sheets of electrically non-conducting mate Witnesses:
rial, suitably perforated, could be used in
J. HOLDSWORTH GORDON,
OUDLEY T. HASSAN.
stead of the strip of paper, as described. In ,

